
1. At the meeting when you speak to your teams, a very important part is selecting a team parent.  
We  need each team to have a team parent.  We  need the name, phone, email contact info for 
this person as well as for all coaches.  

2. All parents must be reminded to wash their uniforms in cold water and hang dry 

3. No uniforms are allowed to be worn for practice – these are game day only.  Players are all to 
have the official practice jersey that is available on the web site

4. If a player leaves the program, the coach must collect the uniform and basketball and return it to
Dave at Hobbit Travel asap.

5. At the last tournament of the season, the players must turn in their basketballs and uniforms.  
They must bring along a spare pair of clothes so this can be done.   Then the balls and uniforms 
will be collected from the coach by Dave at Hobbit Travel ( coaches we ask you to please wash 
them for us ).

6. If you choose to give out basketballs,  you must write down the number of the ball and the 
player who gets it so they can be returned.  If the ball is not numbered, create a unique number 
and be sure it is marked accordingly.

7. If you need a uniform you must tell Dave and we will get it for you.  Please do not simply go up
to the storeroom and take one as there is a system to handing them out.  If it is an emergency 
(player can't find his on the day of the game) then get one but tell us asap so we can correct it or
account for it.

8. Barry, Scott or Dave are to be your contacts whenever you have questions.  If we cannot 
provide you with an answer, we will find out for you.  The high school coaches and Coach 
Fergot are extremely busy once their season begins with the high school teams.  Whenever 
possible, run ideas, issues, problems through our officers and then we can try to fix anything 
without taking up coach's time.  



TEAM RELATED DUTIES:

Communicate with your team via website – you can have access to your team's page and make it your 
own – use this to communicate with the team .

Add pictures as requested by parents

Make sure everyone is playing as often as possible – our program philosophy is that every plays so that
everyone gets better.  During the “bigger tournaments”, then you will be more interested in getting the 
“W” but you must communicate that to the parents – expectations can be incorrect so communicate 
well so everyone knows what is expected, and what they can anticipate as well.  Remember coaches – 
everyone paid the same price to join so all the parents have an expectation of what they consider to be 
fair – not what you might consider.

Communicate with parents as to boy's progress – if they are not coming to practice, if they are not 
paying attention, or if there are other issues, do not be afraid to tell the parents.  Little problems can be 
solved quickly if not allowed to grow into bigger problems.

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES:

Make sure uniforms are kept clean – several were filthy when returned  last year.

Wash in cold water and hang dry

Collect all uniforms at last tournament at end of season

Collect all basketballs and maintain a good list of numbers

If a player adds during the season we have to be informed as all their paperwork must be completed.  
We cannot do this if we don't know the player is actually coming to practice and playing but never 
registered.

Don't go upstairs and just get a uniform without telling Dave as there is a system to the bins.

Don't let the boys wear uniforms  in practice  ----  games only. 

Don't let the boys bring their basketballs to tournaments – they will lose them.


